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The theoretial desription of quantum phase transition, indued by the external magneti

�eld, into antiferromagneti state in the Van Vlek � singlet � magnet with single-ion

anisotropy of "easy-plane" type and ion spin S = 1 is proposed. It is shown that the

spin polarization of the ground non-degenerated state proves to be the order parameter

of suh a transition and that the Landau thermodynami approah an be employed for

its (transition) desription. The magneti properties whih inlude the �eld behavior of

magnetization and magneti suseptibility of the antiferromagneti phase in the �elds of

di�erent diretions are studied. The peuliarities of indued magnetostrition in Van Vlek

antiferromagnet, whih as well as magnetization has a singularity in the phase transition

point, are investigated. An attempt is made for qualitative omparison of results obtained

with avaliable experimantal data.

PACS number(s): 75.10.-b, 75.10.Jm, 75.30.Gw, 75.30.Kz, 75.50.Ee

1 Introdution

It is well known, that magnetization of the lassial (or, what is the same, weakly anisotropi)

antiferromagnet at low temperatures (far below Neel one TN ), is onneted with sublattie

magnetizations turn only [1℄. From this fat, it is usually supposed that their magnitude

remains onstant, and under the e�et of the external magneti �eld only their diretions

are hanging. The harater and peuliarities of magnetization proess (spin-�ip, spin-�op

and also orientation phase transitions of the Ist kind) in suh antiferromagnets depend on the

next parameters: value and diretion of the external magneti �eld, anisotropy onstants,

and the magnitude of intersublattie exhange [2-5℄. For example, in "easy-plane" two-

sublattie dihalogenids NiCl2 or CoCl2 of iron group �eld bahavior of magnetization [6-10℄

is well satis�ed by quasi-lassial approah, although these magnets defer signi�antly. The

value of "easy-plane" single-ion anisotropy in NiCl2 is muh less than exhange � eah ion

orbital moment in rystal �eld is pratially fully frozen. At the same time there is only

partial freezing of orbital moment in CoCl2, and the "easy-plane" single-ion anisotropy is

approximately the half of exhange (by order of its value [7℄). The �eld behavior of indued

magnetostrition of these rystals [11-13℄ are also agreed with idea of rotation of preserving

by module of sublattie magnetizations.

Among antiferromagnets there are, however, some family of rystalls, in whih single-

ion anisotropy exeeds inter-ion exhange [14,15℄ � it is so-alled Van Vlek, or singlet,

antiferromagnets. The magneti ordering in them is absent at all temperatures, up to
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T = 0. Suh materials inlude, in partiular, hexagonal rystals of ABX3 type, where A

is the ion of alkali metal (A = Cs,Rb), B is the transition metal (B = Fe), X is the

halogenyde (X = Cl,Br). In these rystals magneti moments, indued by external �eld

on paramagneti ions B2+
, form antiferromagneti hains along C3 axis, on the one hand,

and, on the other, � triangular strutures in basi plane (see reviews [16-19℄). There are also

some other ompounds, that refer to Van-Vlek antiferromagnets, and among them so-alled

DTN, whih hemial formula is NiCl2-4SC(NH2)2 [20-23℄. It also has (antiferromagneti)

hains Ni-Cl-Cl-Ni along "heavy" magneti axis, although in �eld absene the mean spin

on eah site is equal to zero, beause of exeeding by single-ion anisotropy of parameters of

both intra- and intersublattie exhange. It should be emphasized, that DTN an be refered

to the group of two-sublattie Van Vlek antiferromagnets, that have di�erent from NiCl2

rystal struture, another harater of exhange interations, whih by the value are muh

less than single-ion anisotropy [22,23℄.

The magnetization proess in Van Vlek antiferromagnets di�ers prinipally from that

whih takes plae in lassial Neel antiferromagnets [25-28℄. At �rst, the magneti ordering

without external magneti �eld is absent and therefore there are no any magneti sublatties.

Seondly, magneti, or partiularly antiferromagneti, ordering in Van Vlek antiferromagnets

an appear spontaneously by quantum (in de�nition of Ref. [24℄) phase transition, indued

by magneti �eld [16-23℄.

Weak dependene of magneti suseptibility on external magneti �eld, thus, represents

some sort of peuliarity of anriferromagneti phase. As a result, the observed magnetization

atually follows the linear �eld behavior [22,23,29,30℄. It appears, in other words, that suh

a behavior of magnetization of a system (but not the proper sublattie magnetization) in

antiferromagneti phase is similar to the magnetization indued by external �eld in Neel

antiferromagnets. It ould be understood, if the transition to the antiferromagneti phase

would be the phase transition of the Ist kind. In suh a ase sublatties ould magnetize, in

the transition point, due to jump (in the presene of orresponding suseptibility singularity),

and at further �eld growth there an our sublattie magneti vetors turn only. The

experiment shows, however, that transformation of non-magneti (singlet) state in the

antiferromagneti one takes plae ontinuously, what means, that this magneti transformation

is the phase transition of IInd kind [22,23,29,30℄. The latter demonstrates, that sublattie

magnetizations appear and hange also ontinuously from their initial zero value to maximal

one. So, the lassial approah with the onstant module of sublattie average spin for Van
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Vlek antiferromagnets is not appliable fundamentally.

The results of DTN indued magnetostrition measurements are presented in the papers

[22,23℄. It ould be seen from them, partiularly, that indued magnetostrition in DTN

appears and exists namely in the antiferromagneti phase only. There was also found, that

relative rystal deformation, that arised along "heavy" magneti axis, hanges its sign

during �eld inreasing. Suh a behavior of DTN strition was attributed in Ref. [23℄ to the

prevailing role in this ompound of intersublattie magnetoelasti interation of exhange

nature [20,21℄. On the other hand, the magnetostrition sign hange is also observed in some

lassial Neel antiferromagnets, for example in CoCl2 [11-13℄, where it is onditioned by the

anisotropi intrasublattie magnetoelasti interation.

Thus, the desription of indued magnetostrition in the Van Vlek antiferromagnets,

where anisotropy is not small, and so, anisotropi magnetoelasti interation also an be

omparable (or even larger) with isotropi exhange one, beomes relevant. The onsideration

of this problem requires to aount the fat, that sublattie magnetization modules in

antiferromagneti phase of the initially singlet magnet essentially depend upon the �eld.

From the above said it an be evident, that there are some unresolved questions of the

desription of indued magneti phase transition into the antiferromagneti phase and its

magneti harateristis (�eld dependenies of sublattie and system as a whole magnetizations,

magneti suseptibility, magnetostrition) in Van Vlek systems.

Below we shall proeed from the suggestion, that in Van Vlek magnets the intrinsi

spontaneous magneti (or antiferromagneti) moment is equal to zero, so for them there is

no magneti ordering temperature without the external magneti �eld. It would seem, that

the absene of magneti (dipole) moment , or, in other words, magnetization (spin) on the

site, shows not only the absene of any magneti ordering, but, learly, the absene of the

magneti ontributions in physial properties of orresponding systems. However, in fat,

this is not right, beause the absene of ordinary � exhange-indued � spin ordering do not

inlude the presene the ordering of other type in, partiularly, the quadrupole one. The

latter, in one or other way, is peuliar to all Van Vlek magnets, whih are the speial ase

of magneti rystals with more spei� � nemati � type of spin ordering [31,32℄.

The one or another spin ordering proves itself not only by the appearane in rystal of

new (spin-)eletron exitation branhes, whih, for example, in Van Vlek nematis turn out

gapped. It an also be revealed in suh an observed and alulated harateristi of these

magnets as their magnetostrition, whih peuliarities for suh systems is not ompletely
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studied yet. A the same time, beause of reent alulations of DTN magnetoelasti features

[22,23℄, there is de�nitely suh a need.

It an also be noted, that in some papers (for example, Refs. [33-36℄), the desription

of phase transition between singlet and indued atiferromagneti states arries out by using

the representation of Bose-Einstein ondensation of magnons. Indeed, the appearane of

magnetization in �nite magneti �elds an be formally desribed in the terms of some

magneti exitations ondensation. But in reality in observed systems there does not our

any true ondensation of quasipartiles, beause, as it will further be seen, one should say

about rearrangement of the ground state only, and thus � about virtual, but not real magnons

[37℄.

Below there is onsidered the model of strongly anisotropi, two-sublattie antiferromagnet

with ion bare spin S = 1. In the framework of quantum approah it will be made an

attempt to desribe the rystal magnetization, magneti suseptibility and magnetostrition

at magnetially indued phase transition from the initial singlet state to the spin-ordered

one. For alulation of physial harateristis of a system, there will be used the total energy

E, that is the sum of relevant ontributions:

E = Eexch + Ean + Eh + Eel + Em−el, (1)

where Eexch is the exhange energy; Ean is the magneti anisotropy energy; Eh is Zeeman

energy; Eel is the elasti energy and Em−el is the magnetoelasti energy, or the energy of

spin-lattie oupling. It is also supposed, that magnetoelasti interations are muh weaker

then exhange ones, and do not have a notieable feed-bak in�uene on the magneti

ordering. Assumptions made allow to provide a alulation in the simplest, but rather general

form, on�ning, as usual, by summands, that are linear by elasti deformation tensor in

the magnetoelasti energy and are quadrati by this tensor in elasti energy. So, at this

limitations, there an be solved a problem of the magneti ordering, at �rst, and only then

use obtained results for �eld dependene of indued strition.
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2 The ground state of singlet antiferromagnet with S = 1

and "easy-plane" magneti anisotropy in the longitudinal

magneti �eld

In aordane with above mentioned the onsideration will be for simpliity restrited

by bilineal anisotropi (intra- and intersublattie) exhange interations, single-ion "easy-

plane" anisotropy and Zeeman term. The simplest model Hamiltonian of a system, that

de�nes three ontributions, Eexch, Ean and Eh, in Eq. (1), an be written as:

H =
1

2

∑

nα,mβ

Jnαmβ
Snα

Smβ
+

1

2

∑

nα,mβ

JZ
nαmβ

SZ
nα
SZ
mβ

+D
∑

nα

(

SZ
nα

)2 − h‖
∑

nα

SZ
nα
, (2)

where α, β = 1, 2 are the magneti sublattie indies, whih numbers in the onsidered

system was hosen as 2; vetors n and m gives spins position in magneti sublatties, whih

are desribed by spin operators Snα; the onstant D > 0, that re�ets an "easy-plane"

magneti struture; the magneti �eld h is de�ned in units of energy, so h‖ = µBgHZ ; HZ

is the OZ projetion of magneti �eld, at that the rystallographi symmetry axis OZ is

perpendiular to the "easy" plane. Just at the h ‖ OZ the magneti �eld indue the phase

transition to the antiferromagneti state. The ase of transverse �eld h ⊥ OZ will also be

onsidered below, but it should be emphasized, that suh a �eld do not indue any phase

transitions. Parameters Jnαmβ
haraterize the value of exhange interation isotropi part

and JZ
nαmβ

is exhange anisotropy, whih an be basially both "easy-axis" and "easy-

plane" types. We, however, will assume, that inter-ion anisotropy, as also single-ion one,

relates to the same � "easy-plane" � type.

The onveniene of these restritions is onditioned by the fat, that in suh a physial

situation both sublatties beome symmetri relatively to the external �eld, what allows to

redue twie the number of equation derived.

The analysis of possible quantum eigenstates of Hamiltonian (2) at h ‖ OZ will be

provided, using the approximation of self-onsistent �eld, that orresponds to spin �utuation

negleting and to the hange of average by multiplying spin operators of di�erent sites on

multiplying of averages. In this ase the energy Egr of the ground state, normalizing on one

ell (for nearest both inter- and intrasublattie di�erent spins) is equal to:
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Egr =
1

2

∑

αβ

Jαβzαβsαsβ +
1

2

∑

αβ

Jαβzαβs
Z
αs

Z
β +D

∑

α

QZZ
α − h‖

∑

α

sZα (3)

where sα is the quantum-mehanial average of spin vetor of αth sublattie in the ground

ion state; zαβ is the number of nearest neighbors from the same (zαα) and another (zαβ ≡

z12) sublatties. Also here are introdued suh averages for omponents of spin quadrupole

moment QZZ
α [40-42℄. It should be also noted that for antiferromagnet the intersublattie

exhange parameter is J12z12 ≡ I > 0; at the same time, the parameter J11z11 = J22z22 ≡

J of intrasublattie exhange an be of any sign, that we will also hoose for simpliity

as furthering to the ordering, J < 0. The exhange anisotropy, in this ase, satis�es the

onditions of its "easy-plane" type: JZ
12z12 ≡ △I < 0 and JZ

11z11 = JZ
22z22 ≡ △J > 0.

Let us impose for spins of eah sublattie their proper (rotating) oordinate systems

ξαηαζα, that αth sublattie average spin is always oriented along ζα axis, what means that

this axis is the quantization one for this spin sublattie, and ξα axis is lain in Zζα plane.

Thus, in suh oordinate systems the orret wave funtion of the αth sublattie ground

spin state, as well known, has next form [38,39℄:

ψ(0)
α = cosφα | 1 > +sinφα | −1 >, (4)

where | ±1 > and | 0 > are eigenfuntions of operator Sζ
nα

in bra-ket representation. Next,

it an be alulated, using (4) the quantum-mehanial spin and quadrupole averages:

s = cos 2φ, Qζζ = 1, Qξξ =
1

2
(1 + sin 2φ) . (5)

In the expressions (5) the sublattie indies are missed, beause as mentioned at the

hosen �eld diretion the evident dependene of observables on index α is absent.

The usage of funtions (4) allows one to desribe the energy (3) at h ‖ OZ as:

Egr = I cos2 2φ cos 2θ − |J | cos2 2φ− JZ cos2 2φ cos2 θ

+2D

[

cos2 θ +
sin2 θ

2
(1 + sin 2φ)

]

− 2h‖ cos θ cos 2φ, (6)

where JZ ≡ △J −△I.

For the determination of magnetization, magneti suseptibility and subsequently strition,

there should be found �eld behavior of mean spin (and its diretion) for eah sublattie in
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the �eld. Also it should be made the same alulation for spin quadrupole moment. As it was

reported in Refs. [40,41℄, the solution of the problem of spin on�guration in the magneti

�eld onsists of the minimization of the expression (6) by all available unknown quantities:

the geometrial angle θ and (see Eq. (4)) the angle φ of quantum states mixture. Suh a

method of observables �nding, being ompletely an equivalent to the solution of quantum

self-onsistent problem, is more onvenient and onsistent, beause allows the generalization

on the ase of �nite temperatures [27,28℄.

The equations for both required angles are:

∂Egr

∂φ
= −2

(

I cos 2θ − |J |+ JZ cos2 θ
)

sin 4φ+ 2D sin2 θ cos 2φ+ 4h‖ cos θ sin 2φ = 0, (7)

∂Egr

∂θ
= − (2I + JZ) sin 2θ cos

2 2φ−D sin 2θ (1− sin 2φ) + 2h‖ sin θ cos 2φ = 0. (8)

It is known from Ref. [37℄, that the set of Eqs. (7)-(8) in the absene of the external

magneti �eld has two solutions: the non-magneti one, s = 0, that exists at D > 2(I + |J |)

and the "magneti" one at D ≤ 2(I+ |J |), with whih the redued value of single-site mean

spin

s =

√

1− D2

4 (I + |J |)2
< 1 (9)

is assoiated.

The initial ground state of the system should be the singlet one, s = 0, that the quantum

phase transition (at the magneti �eld h ‖ OZ) from this state to magnetially ordered one

ours. So, below we will suppose, that the next evident inequality 2(I + |J |)/D < 1 takes

plae. At this model parameters ratio, the ground state of the system is really nonmagneti

and the ordering in the absene of magneti �eld is not realized at any temperatures [41℄.

Otherwise, this ratio atually gives the ondition on singletness of magnet ground state,

whih is Van Vlek one. The solution s = 0 also satis�es Eqs. (7)-(8) for some interval of

magneti �elds.

As �eld grows the �nite value, s 6= 0, of the mean spin on the site appears. It an

be derived from Eq. (8) the expression for the average spin orientation relatively to the

rystallographi axis:

cos θ =
h‖ cos 2φ

D (1− sin 2φ) + (2I + JZ) cos2 2φ
. (10)

It is seen from Eqs. (7) and (10), that in large �elds, when h‖ ≧ hflip (where hflip ≡

D+2I+JZ) the state, in whih spins of both sublatties are direted along "heavy" (θ = 0)
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axis, is established. Then the spin projeton on the external �eld diretion will be maximum

and equal to s = S = 1. For h‖ < hflip spins of sublatties are orientated at �nite angle

0 < θ ≤ π/2 to the "heavy" axis.

3 Thermodynami analysis of spin states

Using the formulas (5) and substituting Eq. (10) into the Eq. (6), it ould be obtained the

ground state energy in the form of funtional

Egr = − (I + |J |) s2 +D
(

1−
√

1− s2
)

− h2s2

D
(

1 +
√
1− s2

)

+ (2I + JZ) s2
, (11)

whih depends on the spin polarization s only. The expansion of this energy over the small

s gives:

Egr =
hs
D

(

hs − h‖
)

s2 +
D

8

(

1 +
2h2s (2I + JZ)

D3

)

s4 (12)

where hs = D
√

1− 2(I + |J |)/D is the ritial �eld of magnetization appearane.

In the expansion (12), whih refers to the �eld region h‖ → hs, one an restrit by

terms, that are not higher then of 4th power by s. Atually this expansion for the ground

state energy is similar to the free energy expression in Landau theory of phase transitions.

However, in Eq. (12) the ground state spin polarization orresponds to the order parameter,

and the leading parameter, that results in the phase transition, is not the temperature, but

the magneti �eld. It an be seen from Eq. (12), that at h‖ < hs the oe�ients at s
2
and

s4 are positive, and so the ground state of spin system will be Van Vlek non-magneti

single-ion state. At the pint h‖ = hs the sign of oe�ient at s2 hanges, and in the �elds

h‖ > hs the spin polarization (of still non-degenerate ground state) spontaneously appears.

The value of polarization an be readily found by minimization of Egr (12):

∂Egr

∂s
= 2s

[

hs
D

(

hs − h‖
)

+
D

4

(

1 +
2h2s (2I + JZ)

D3

)

s2
]

= 0. (13)

From Eq. (13) it follows, that near the ritial point h‖ ≥ hs this polarization (or simply

the spin of the ground state) fundamentally depends on the �eld:

s
(

h‖
)

=

√

4hs
(

h‖ − hs
)

D2 + 2h2s (2I + JZ) /D
. (14)

In the same viinity, h‖ ≥ hs, of the ritial point the angle θ between vetor s and axis

OZ is determined by the expression:
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cos θ =
hs
2D

√

4hs
(

h‖ − hs
)

D2 + 2h2s (2I + JZ) /D
. (15)

Thus, it is found, at h‖ = hs the spin polarization spontaneously arises as �eld grows

in the very "easy" plane, beause at h‖ − hs → 0 the angle θ → π/2. In other words, it

turns out, that in the moment of its appearane, the vetor s(h‖ ≥ hs) is perpendiular to

the longitudinal �eld: s ⊥ H ‖ OZ. Further magneti �eld growth leads not only to the

dereasing of θ, at it follows from Eqs. (14)-(15), but also to the simultaneous inreasing of

spin polarization, that is as bigger its value, as more it �atten against the "heavy" axis.

In the whole, the indued tilt of the magneti subaltties, and thereafter the magnetization

of Van Vlek antiferromagnet inlude two proesses: the lassial rotation of spins (sublattie

magnetizations) and purely quantum (beause of angle φ hange) growth of single-site

polarization s(h‖). Both proesses take plae also at T = 0. The antiferromagnet magnetization

(normalizing on one magneti atom) is desribed by the evident produt:

m‖ ≡ m
(

h‖
)

= s
(

h‖
)

cos θ =
2h2s

(

h‖ − hs
)

D3 + 2h2s (2I + JZ)
(16)

As a result, one arrives to the unexpeted result: the observed magnetization near

ritial �eld of quantum transition from singlet to spin-polarized state depends linearally

� as in lassial antiferromagnets � upon the external magneti �eld, that indue the very

transition. From this omes another rather remarkable onlusion: at suh a phase transition

the magneti suseptibility of a system should have a jump.

Thus, in the framework of approah, that is similar to the Landau thermodynami one,

it was demonstrated, that the spin polarization is the only order parameter for indued by

magneti �eld h ‖ OZ quantum phase transition from Van Vlek phase to the antiferromagneti

one. But despite the fat, that alulation was made for the ase T = 0, the required

polarization proves to be essentially dependent on the external �eld. It should be reminded,

that in lassial antiferromagnets ion spin polarization is �xed at T = 0 and do not evaluate

in the �eld, while in Van Vlek system it appears as a onsequene (in terminology of Ref.

[24℄) of quantum phase transition [27,28℄.

Next an attention should be drowned to suh an analogy, that single-ion anisotropy,

reduing average spin, plays a role of "disordering" fator, and in this sense an be

ompared with entropy. It (single-ion anisotropy) leads to the mixture (or linear ombination

of quantum states), that results in the absene of spin polarization of ions in their ground

state. The exhange and magneti �elds, on the ontrary, resist to this, "magnetizing" the
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system and ausing the spontaneous (or fored) spin polarization, whih at the moment of

its appearane is direted perpendiularly to the magneti �eld.

The studied quantum phase transition between Van Vlek (also ordered, in essential)

and antiferromagneti states is, as it was seen, the onsequene of di�erent interations

(exhange, Zeeman and spin-orbital, that lies at the heart of single-ion anisotropy) ompetition.

Therefore suh a quantum transformation is natural to identify as the magneti phase

transition of "displaement" but not of "order-disorder" type. As distint from the last

one, the transition of displaement type is not the transition in the system of spins, whih

�utuate between degenerated (or almost degenerated) quantum states "up" and "down beause

the ground state of quantum paramagnets is always non-degenerated and its polarization is

the diret onsequene of this state rearrangement in the external �eld.

There should be noted, at last, that the appliability of phenomenologial theory, that

is based on the expansion (11), is on�ned by the �elds h‖ ≥ hs in the viinity of ritial

point hs. In the �eld region h‖ >> hs the magnetization proess should be analyzed with

more exat expressions both for ground state energy and for the equations, whih de�ne the

spin on�gurations. However the latter an be easily found numerially.

4 The magnetization urves and magneti suseptibility

of antiferromagneti phase

Substituting in the Eq. (11) the expression (5) the equation, that desribes the spin polarization

as the funtion of longitudinal �eld, an be obtained:

s

(

D − 2 (I + |J |)
√

1− s2 −
D
(

1 +
√
1− s2

)

h2‖
(

D
(

1 +
√
1− s2

)

+ (2I + JZ)
)2

)

= 0. (17)

It should be noted, that this equation refers both the �elds h‖ < hs of the existene of

Van Vlek phase, where (see Eq. (12)) hs =
√

D2 − 2D(I + |J |), the nonmagneti, s = 0,

state is stable, and to the region hs ≤ h‖ ≤ hflip of the antiferromagneti phase (up till the

point hflip of its �ipping). It is obviously, that at the point (see Eq. (10)) h‖ = hflip, whih

is orresponded to the value θ = 0, the polarization arrives to its maximum value s = 1 on

the site.

Using Eq. (17), the behavior s(h‖) in the �elds hs ≤ h‖ ≤ hflip an be found, and from

Eq. (10) � also angle θ. After that, it is not di�ult to de�ne the �eld dependene of the
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�èñ. 1: Magnetization m‖ (solid urves), spin s, quadrupole moment Q and value of cos θ

versus �eld. The urves for s, Q and cos θ are alulated at |J |/D = 0.455 and at ondition

I = JZ = 0. Magnetization lines 1-5 are for next parameters: line 1 is for |J |/D = 0.455,

I = JZ = 0; line 2 is for |J |/D = 0.35, I = JZ = 0; line 3 is for |J |/D = 0.35, I = 0,

JZ/D = 0.5; line 4 is for |J |/D = 0, I/D = 0.35, JZ = 0; line 5 is for |J |/D = 0.15,

I/D = 0.2, JZ/D = 0.5.

quadrupole QZZ
α in Eq. (3). In the framework of suh an approah the �eld dependenies of

magnetization were alulated (see Fig.1).

The urve 1 on Fig.1 was plotted for suh ase, when intrasublattie exhange is prevailing,

while intersubalttie and anisotropi ones are omitted. At hosen parameters the magneti

sublatties are �xed arti�ially, beause this extreme ase orresponds atually to the two

independent antiferromagnets, The �eld dependenies for s, QZZ
α ≡ Q and cos θ are also

shown on Fig.1 for these parameters. . It an be seen, that at the point h‖ = hs the average

site spin really spontaneously appears, and exists in the region h‖ > hs. With further �eld

growth, the value of s is inreasing, leading by veloity of the hange of angle θ. This

veloity, however, beomes more fast, when the �eld approahes to the �ipping �eld and,

orrespondingly, s→ 1. In suh a ase the intrasublattie exhange (due to its isotropy) has

no e�et on spin saturation, and so the value hflip of this ritial �eld is ompletely de�ned

by the single-ion anisotropy.

From urve 1, that refers to the ase D − 2|J | << D, it follows, that the �elds hflip

and hs di�er quite weakly (hflip/hs ≈ 3), although in the experiment [22,23℄ their ratio

11



reahes 6, and from the data of Ref. [30℄ this ratio is about 8. Besides, the �eld dependene

of magnetization for the onsidered ase I = 0 reveals, as an be seen, large nonlinearity,

while the experimental data for all above mentioned ompounds, are evidene of near linear

dependene of magnetization on magnetizing fore.

It should be noted, that the ase, in whih inequality (D − 2|J |)/D << 1 is satis�ed,

is physially available, but it an not be justi�ed from the experimental point of view. To

demonstrate this on Fig. 1 the urve 2 is plotted, for whih the di�erene between parameters

in intrasublattie exhange and single-ion anisotropy is hosen not less, but bigger than for

urve 1. This hoie really leads to the inrease of the �eld value hs and do the derease

of the ratio hflip/hs, what indiates, that in attempts of interpretation of the experimantal

magnetization, the intersublattie exhange an not be negleted.

It is interesting, that when I/D → 0, Eq. (17) has an exat solution, using whih the

ground state energy an be written in the form of funtion of magneti �eld:

Egr =
1

4D2|J |
(

h2‖ − h2s

)2

. (18)

Then the magnetization (normalizing on one magneti ion again) takes next form:

m‖ = −∂Egr

∂h‖
=

h‖

2D2|J |
(

h2‖ − h2s

)

. (19)

The dependene (19) is desribed by the lines 1 and 2 on Fig. 1. From Eqs. (18) and (19)

it an be also seen quite a big �eld nonlinearity of magnetization in the antiferromagneti

phase. The expression (19), for �elds h‖ → hs an be also presented in the form of Eq. (16),

when 2|J | → D.

Now let onsider the opposite limiting ase, when intersublattie exhange is the biggest

one in the system. It is seen, that even if one preserves the exhange �eld (whih formally

gives the same value of hs), whih a�ets on the spin from other sublattie, the hange of

magnetization (urve 4 on Fig. 1) ours. The antiferromagneti (intersublattie) exhange,

unlike the intrasublattie one, leads to the growth of the �eld hflip, beause in this ase the

external �eld should overome the e�et of the same anisotropy, from one side, and, from

the other side, � of exhange �eld, that prevents parallel orientation of sublattie spins.

The urve 3 already shows the nonlinearity derease inm(h‖), whih as if it is reti�ed by

intersublattie exhange (or by its anisotropi part). At the same time, the antiferromagneti

exhange together with the external magneti �eld (in the region h‖ > hs), resisting the

anisotropy, leads to the establishment of spontaneous polarization. In the large �elds, when

12



polarization tends to its maximum value, the behavior of exhange in Van Vlek antiferromagnet

does not di�er from that one in lassial antiferromagnets: it simply resists to the parallel

on�guration of both sublattie spins.

Curves 3 and 5 demonstrate the in�uene of easy-plane exhange anisotropy. Atually

this anisotropy does not hange the position of ritial �eld hs, but it also does not "want"

the establishment of ollinear state, when s1 → s2 ‖ OZ. At the same time the aount of

exhange anisotropy of easy-plane type allows to obtain suh a behavior of magnetization,

that is near to linear one and observed in Refs. [22,23,29,30℄. For larifying how good the

linear dependene orresponds tom(h‖), there is shown on Fig. 2 the magneti suseptibility

χ‖ = dm‖/dh for the same parameters as on the Fig. 1.

Beause the magnetization is nothing other, then m‖ = s cos θ, where s = s(h‖), the

longitudinal magneti suseptibility of Van Vlek magnets is naturally to represent in the

form of two above mentioned terms � the lassial χcl and the quantum χquan ones, so that

χ‖ = χcl + χquan;

χcl = s sin θ
∂θ

∂h
; χquan = cos θ

∂s

∂h
. (20)

As an be seen from Fig. 1, near hs the biggest growth reveals the spin polarization

s, so in the �elds h‖ → hs the "quantum" ontribution will dominate in the magneti

suseptibility. And when the value of spin polarization saturates (s(h‖ → hflip) → 1), the

suseptibility will be mainly ontrolled by lassial term (see Eq. (20)).

Figure 2 shows, that when intrasublattie exhange is really largest one, then magneti

suseptibility grows, hanging in �eld region hs ≤ h‖ ≤ hflip in four times. If intersublattie

exhange and/or exhange anisotropy "swithes" on, then �eld dependene of di�erential

magneti suseptibility χ‖ ≡ χ(h‖) beomes essentially weaker. Nevertheless, it an be seen

from plots, shown on Fig. 1, that nonlinearity of funtion m(h‖) in the antiferromagneti

phase at the hosen parameters remains quite notieable.

The ase, when within the boundaries of this phase the value of χ(h‖) hanges (30-50%),

is shown on Fig. 3, whih meets the model parameters |J |/D = 0.05, I/D = 0.3, JZ/D = 1

or JZ/D = 1.5. In other words, the exhange anisotropy is omparable or even exeeds the

single-ion one. At suh ratios between the parameters the �eld hflip is almost in �ve times

exeeds the �eld hs (one should note, that experimentally observed ratio is hflip/hs ≈ 6

[22,23℄).

On the same Fig. 3 the dependenies of s(h‖), cos θ(h‖) and Q(h‖) are shown for

parameters |J |/D = 0.05, I/D = 0.3 and JZ/D = 1. The behavior of Q(h‖) almost oinides

13
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�èñ. 2: Magneti suseptibility χ‖ versus �eld. The numbers of urves are orresponded with

parameters, that were used for the plotting of lines with the same numbers, that are on Fig.

1

(see Fig. 1) with the �eld dependene m(h‖). Moreover, it follows from Fig. 3, that exhange

anisotropy, even a omparable with single-ion one, do not fully linearize the funtion m(h‖).

As was mentioned, this fat an be explained by the existene of two di�erent regions in the

magnetization of Van Vlek magnet.

On the �rst of these regions, near hs, the quantum proess, as was pointed out, is

determinant and the magnetization is de�ned basially by the appearane and growth of

s(h‖). On the seond one, in the viinity of h‖ ≤ hflip, the more important beomes the

lassial rotation of sublattie spins to the �eld diretion, at essentially less (but not absent)

role the very spin value hange. It is obvious, that in this region the suseptibility depends

muh weaker on the value of magneti �eld. So, it an be supposed, that the �ipping of tilted

antiferromagneti sublatties, or the transition of Van Vlek system between indued two-

and one-sublattie magnetially ordered states ours as an orientation phase transition in

ordinary antiferromagnet, when the variation of sublattie magnetization diretions is in

fat the only proess.

However, even for this �eld transition the quasilassial approah do not give the orret

solution for m(h‖) in spin nemati. Indeed, one ould suppose, that near the �ipping �eld,

when s(h‖ → hflip) ≈ 1, the quasilassial magneti energy in the ground state takes the
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|J |/D = 0.05, I/D = 0.3, JZ/D = 1 and 1.5. The funtions s(h‖), cos θ(h‖) and Q(h‖)

are shown only for |J |/D = 0.05, I/D = 0.3, JZ/D = 1.

form:

Egr = I cos 2θ + (JZ +D) cos2 θ − 2h‖ cos θ = 0. (21)

Then from Eq. (21) immediately follows the equation

dEgr

dh‖
= 2

[

− (2I + JZ +D) cos θ + h‖
]

sin θ = 0, (22)

whih shows, that in the viinity of h‖ → hflip the magnetization of tilted (θ 6= 0) phase is

proportional to the �eld: m‖ = χ̃‖h‖, where

χ̃‖ =
1

D + 2I + JZ
≡ 1

hflip
= const. (23)

It an be seen, that in the �eld hflip, the magnetization (on one spin) ism‖ = 1. However,

the suseptibility (23) di�ers from the exat ratio (20) and gives physially inorret behavior

of magnetization. It is onneted with the fat, that in the region h‖ → hflip it appears,

that m‖ depends linearly versus magneti �eld, and asymptotially tends to zero at h‖ → 0.

As for plots, shown on Figs. 1 and 3, it is easy to see, that the funtion m(h‖), although

it behaves linearly by �eld, but nevertheless it depends on magneti �eld in not a diret

proportion.
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An important onlusion follows from this: the quasilassial approah (21), based on the

substitution of quadrupole moment QZZ
by the average spin Zth projetion square, appears

to be unappliable even in suh a �eld region, where spin polarization almost reahes its

saturation value s→ 1.

5 Field behavior of magnetization in transversal �eld

As it was reminded, the phase transition to the antiferromagneti state does not our at

h ⊥ OZ, although the magneti �eld magnetizes the system.

Lets suppose, that due to the antiferromagneti exhange in the easy plane, two sublatties

are formed. Then their spins lay in this plane and are identially tilted to the �eld. In this

ase the energy of the ground state is:

Egr = I cos 2ϕ cos2 2φ− |J | cos2 2φ+D (1 + sin 2φ)− 2h⊥ cosϕ cos 2φ, (24)

where ϕ is the angle between vetor s1 (or vetor s2) and �eld h, and the angle between s1

and s2 is twie larger, 2ϕ.

The spin on�guration will be de�ned, as always, by minimizing the energy (24). As a

result, it is the set of equations (p. Eqs. (7) and (8)):

∂Egr

∂ϕ
= −2I cos2 2φ sin 2ϕ+ 2h⊥ sinϕ cos 2φ. (25)

∂Egr

∂φ
= −2 (I cos 2φ− |J |) sin 4φ+ 2D cos 2φ+ 4h⊥ cosϕ sin 2φ = 0 (26)

The equation (25) has two solutions. For the �rst of them ϕ = 0 and it orresponds to

one-sublattie magnetization, when the polarization of magneti ions is direted along the

�eld. The seond solution cosϕ = h⊥/(2I cos 2φ) provides the existene of two sublatties.

The last, taking into aount Eq. (5), an be rewritten in the usual form:

cosϕ = h⊥/2Is. (27)

The denominator of Eq. (27) is the intersublattie exhange �eld, and this expression is

similar to the expression for the magneti sublattie tilt angle in lassial antiferromagnets

[1,2℄. Nevertheless,it should be noted, that spin in Eq. (27) is not equal to its maximum

value.
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1 is alulated for parameters |J |/D = 0.455, I = 0, the line 2 is for |J |/D = 0.35, I = 0,

the line 3 is for |J |/D = 0, I = 0.35, lines 4-6 are for |J |/D = 0.05, I = 0.3

Substituting (27) in (26), one arrives to the equation:

2 [2 (I + |J |) sin 2φ+D] cos 2φ = 0 (28)

It follows from Eq. (28), that the spin polarization for antiferromagneti state at h ⊥ OZ

should be equal to (9). However, the model parameters, aepted above, are suh, that the

denominator under the root in Eq. (9) is larger than 1, and non-polarized singlet is the

ground state of ions. Thus, the solution (27) is possible only for initially polarized ground

state, or when the antiferromagneti (not singlet) phase is realized in the system even at

h⊥ = 0. But if without �eld the polarization is s = 0, then from the set of Eqs. (25)-(26)

fundamentally another result follows: the ritial �eld of polarization appearane in the

transversal geometry is the h⊥ = 0. The distintion from "longitudinal" ase, for whih the

ritial �eld is �nite, is easy to explain. At any �elds h⊥ 6= 0 the ground state with SZ = 0

(in rystal oordinate system) is immediately admixed with the ioni exited states, whih

have SZ = ±1. In the ase of longitudinal �eld, there is a threshold for suh an admixture.

Then taking into aount, that the transversal �eld does not indue the antiferromagneti

phase, one an obtain:
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Egr = (I − |J |) s2 +D
(

1−
√

1− s2
)

− 2h⊥s. (29)

It should be also noted, that at h ⊥ OZ the spin polarization is always equal to magnetization,

whih is direted along h, i.e. m⊥ = s. Minimizing energy (29), one readily arrives to the

equation

∂Egr

∂s
= 2 (I − |J |) s+D

s√
1− s2

− 2h⊥ = 0, (30)

that allows to de�ne the dependene of spin polarization upon the transversal �eld.

On Fig. 4 there is shown the �eld behavior for m⊥, that are obtained from Eq. (30). It

is seen, that if intrasublattie exhange dominates in the system, then the magnetization

inreases rapidly, and if intersublattie exhange is "added then the magnetization slows

down.

Despite the fat, that at h ⊥ OZ the average spins are oriented also perpendiularly to

Z, the spin quadrupole moment QZZ
versus �eld reveals the behavior (see Fig.4) similar to

the spin polarization. The magnetization rate dereases as the �eld grows and the magneti

suseptibility has a maximum at h⊥ → 0. The normalized magneti suseptibility χ
(0)
⊥ =

χ(h⊥ = 0) is also plotted on Fig. 4.

Using Eq. (30), the expression for magneti suseptibility at h ⊥ OZ an be obtained;

it has the form:

χ⊥ ≡ χ (h⊥) =
1

2 (I − |J |) +D (1− s2)
−3/2

(31)

It is seen, that in large �elds, when s→ 1, transversal suseptibility χ⊥ → 0. In the opposite

limit h⊥ → 0, the magneti suseptibility is equal to:

χ
(0)
⊥ =

2

D + 2 (I − |J |) (32)

It also follows from Eq. (32), that when the intrasublattie exhange inreases the value

of χ
(0)
⊥ grows and, on the ontrary, at the inreasing of intersublattie exhange it dereases.

It is usual situation for physis of phase transitions, beause the growth of intrasublattie

exhange at I = 0 an result in ferromagneti state with harateristi to suh kind of

transition the suseptibility singularity (it goes to the in�nity at the transition point). At

the same time, the transition to the antiferromagneti state is not aompanied by the

abnormal growth of magneti suseptibility. Indeed, the point of phase transition to the
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antiferromagneti phase orresponds the equality D = 2(I + |J |). At its substitution in Eq.

(32) the value χ
(0)
⊥ = 1/2I is diretly obtained. The same will be the value of magneti

suseptibility in the antiferromagneti phase, the magnetization of whih is determined by

the expression (27).

6 Indued magnetostrition in the longitudinal magneti

�eld

Considering the strition properties of Van Vlek antiferromagnets, it will be for ertainty

supposed, that the rystal has a hexagonal struture. There will be on�ned, at that, in

magneto-elasti energy (see Eq. (1)) by spin-deformation interation, that is proportional

to seond power of average spin [45℄. Besides the single-ion terms will be aounted in the

energy Em−el; they ontain the average omponents of spin quadrupole moment [46,47℄.

Then for suh approahes the elasti and magneto-elasti ontributions to the total energy

(1) an be presented as following:

Eel =
1

2
c11
(

u2xx + u2yy
)

+
1

2
c33u

2
zz + c12uxxuyy + c13 (uxx + uyy)uzz

+2c44
(

u2xz + u2yz
)

+ 2c66u
2
xy (33)

Em−el =
∑

αβ

[λαβuzz + γαβ (uxx + uyy)] sαsβ +
∑

α

[

B
(s−i)
11

(

QXX
α uxx +QY Y

α uyy
)

+B
(s−i)
33 QZZ

α uzz +B
(s−i)
12

(

QXX
α uyy +QY Y

α uxx
)

+ 4B
(s−i)
44

(

QY Z
α uyz +QXZ

α uxz
)

+4B
(s−i)
66 QXY

α uxy

]

+
∑

αβ

{

B
(αβ)
11

(

sXα s
X
β uxx + sYα s

Y
β uyy

)

+B
(2)
33 s

Z
αs

Z
β uzz (34)

+B
(αβ)
12

(

sXα s
X
β uyy + sYα s

Y
β uxx

)

+ 4B
(αβ)
44 (sYα s

Z
β uyz + sXα s

Z
β uxz) + 4B

(αβ)
66 sXα s

Y
β uxy

}

,

where λαβ , γαβ are the parameters of magneto-elasti exhange interations, in whih indies

α, β, as above, are the numbers of the spin sublatties,B
(s−i)
jl and B

(αβ)
jl are the parameters of

anisotropi magneto-elasti interations [45℄, where the upper index shows on the single-ion

or ioni origin, orrespondingly; uij are the omponents of elasti deformation tensor, cjl are

the oe�ients of elastiity. It should be noted, that single-ion magneto-elasti interations

in Eq. (34) are written in the rystallographi oordinate systems XYZ, so, as distint from

Eq. (5), the indies of quadrupole moment omponents Qjl = 1
2 〈sjsl+ sksl〉 are also de�ned

in this system.
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The values of elasti deformations, whih appear beause of spin on�guration hange,

will be found by the minimaization of energies (33) and (34) by orresponding omponents

of deformation tensor. As a result the following expressions are obtained:

uxx + uyy = − 1

c11 + c12 − 2c213/c33

[

2
∑

αβ

γαβsαsβ +
∑

α

(

B
(s−i)
11 +B

(s−i)
12

)

(

QXX
α +QY Y

α

)

+
∑

αβ

(

B
(αβ)
11 +B

(αβ)
12

)

(

sXα s
X
β + sYα s

Y
β

)

− 2c13
c33

(
∑

αβ

λαβsαsβ +
∑

α

B
(s−i)
33 QZZ

α (35)

+
∑

αβ

B
(αβ)
33 sZαs

Z
β )

]

,

uxx − uyy = − 1

c11 − c12

[

∑

α

(

B
(s−i)
11 −B

(s−i)
12

)

(

QXX
α −QY Y

α

)

+
∑

αβ

(

B
(αβ)
11 −B

(αβ)
12

)

×

×
(

sXα s
X
β − sYα s

Y
β

)

]

, (36)

uzz = − (c11 + c12)

c33 (c11 + c12)− 2c213

[

∑

αβ

λαβsαsβ +
∑

α

B
(s−i)
33 QZZ

α +
∑

αβ

B
(αβ)
33 sZαs

Z
β

− c13
c11 + c12

{

2
∑

αβ

γαβsαsβ +
∑

α

(

B
(s−i)
11 +B

(s−i)
12

)

(

QXX
α +QY Y

α

)

(37)

+
∑

αβ

(

B
(αβ)
11 +B

(αβ)
12

)

(

sXα s
X
β + sYα s

Y
β

)

}

]

.

The Eq. (35) determines the isotropi strition of "easy" plane, or, what is the same, its

expansion (or its ontration, depending on the signs of magneto-elasti oe�ients), and

Eq. (37) � the expansion/ontration along the rystal symmetry axis.

The spontaneous deformation in singlet phase is de�ned by obtained Eqs. (35)-(37) after

substitution in them orresponding values of spin variables: s = 0, QZZ = 0, QXX = QY Y =

1. After this it follows, that in this phase only the isotropi deformation of "easy" plane and

expansion/onstrition will be not equal to zero:

u(0)xx + u(0)yy = −4
B

(s−i)
11 +B

(s−i)
12

c11 + c12 − 2c213/c33
, (38)

u(0)zz = 4
c13

(

B
(s−i)
11 +B

(s−i)
12

)

(c11 + c12) c33 − 2c213
, (39)

where index (0) refers to the spontaneous magnetostrition. It an be seen, that in singlet

phase the spontaneous deformations are de�ned only by single-ion magneto-elasti oe�ients

and satisfy the ratios: u
(0)
xx = u

(0)
yy = −u(0)zz c33/2c13. The expressions (38) and (39) remain
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orret in the magneti �eld too, while h‖ < hs, i.e. in the region of the singlet phase

stability. In other words, the strition, that is spei�ed in this region by Eqs. (38)-(39), does

not depend on the �eld.

The indued strition appears only after the spin polarization ourrene, or in the �elds

h‖ > hs [47℄, and is desribed by Eqs. (35)-(37). They were written in the general form

and inluded all admitted phenomenologial parameters of magneto-elasti oupling, that

has both exhange (inter-ioni) and single-ion (beause of the hange of rystal �eld, that

a�ets the ions) origin. So, at the analysis of magnetostrition, it should be onsidered

several, by our opinion, interesting ases.

At �rst, let onsider the magnetostition, that is aused by isotopi exhange interation.

In the most of magnets, the orresponding magneto-elasti oupling does not depend on spin

diretions and usually exeeds the anisotropi magneto-elasti one on more then order of

magnitude. However, it is easy to onvine, that despite the fat, that exhange magneto-

elasti interation does not depend on spin diretions in rystal, the strition, that is

generated by the external �eld, an be anisotropi.

Indeed, it will be supposed, that in Eq. (34) only the magneto-elasti oe�ients are

�nite λ12 6= 0, γ11 6= 0, and also c13 → 0. Suh a situation an take plae, for example,

in the lamellar rystals. If magneti sublatties are formed by spins in basal planes, then

the intersublattie antiferromagneti exhange depends basially on inter-atomi distanes

along the rystal symmetry axis. As for intrasublattie one, it depends on the inter-ioni

distanes in this plane. Then from Eqs. (38) and (39) one an �nd, that in singlet phase all

u
(0)
jj = 0 and it is not in�uened by the �eld. When spin polarization beomes �nite, the

exhange magnetostrition is represented by quite simple ratios:

uxx

uflipxx

=
uyy

uflipyy

= s
2 = s2 (40)

uzz

uflipzz

= s1s2 = s2 cos 2θ (41)

where 2θ is, as above, the angle between sublattie spins, uflipxx = uflipyy = −2γ11/(c11 + c12)

and uflipzz = −2λ12/c33 are the values of indued strition at h‖ = hflip. It should be noted,

that for this ase u
(0)
xx = u

(0)
yy = u

(0)
zz = 0 also.

It follows from Eqs. (40) and (41), that in the region near h‖ → hs of indued by external

�eld phase transition there are singularities in strition �eld dependenies. The derivatives

∂uzz/∂h‖ and ∂uxx/∂h‖ will have a jump at this point.
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�èñ. 5: Exhange strition, whih is desribed by Eqs. (40) and (41), for parameters |J |/D =

0.05, I/D = 0.3, JZ/D = 1. The line 1 orresponds to the "longitudinal" deformation,

uzz/u
flip
zz , and line 2 � to the "transversal" one uxx/u

flip
xx at h ‖ OZ. The line 3 orresponds

to the "longitudinal" deformation at h ⊥ OZ.

The �eld behavior of indued exhange strition, that is de�ned by Eqs. (40) and (41),

is shown on Fig. 5. It an be seen, that in the �eld h ‖ OZ the exhange strition (it is

normalized and � depending on the sign of γ11 � an be both positive or negative), that

is aused by the intrasublattie interation, does not hange its sign and only "follows"

the behavior s2(h‖). At the same time, the stition, that is originated from intersublattie

exhange (its sign depends on the sign of λ12) for suh a �eld orientation, is non-monotoni.

This fat is a diret and simple onsequene of hange of cos 2θ sign. At �rst, the spin

polarization grows (during the inreasing of the �eld above hs) pratially at the opposite

spin diretions, so the strition (by absolute value) also inreases. However, the further �eld

growth gives rise to spin sublattie tilt, whih beomes more and more notieable, and in its

own turn it auses the dereasing and passing through zero at θ = π/4 of deformation. After

suh an angle on�guration, when θ → 0, the magnetostrition again inreases, reahing the

maximum in the �eld h‖ = hflip.

Aording to Eqs. (40) and (41) the �eld behavior of uxx and uzz at h ⊥ OZ will be

similar. The exhange indued strition in this �eld hanges monotonously, but begins to

appear at the point h⊥ = 0. It should be noted, that in the region h⊥ → 0 the strition

is proportional to the h2⊥. Here also the derivatives ∂uzz/∂h⊥ and ∂uxx/∂h⊥ hanges

ontinuously without jumps.

Thus, the main distintion of indued strition at h ‖ OZ and h ⊥ OZ is, that in the
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longitudinal �eld there should be a jump in the �eld derivative of strition behavior versus

�eld, and in the transversal �eld this derivative hanges ontinuously.

Let note, that �eld behavior of magnetostrition, shown on Fig. 5, is qualitatively agreed

with experimental data, whih are obtained from the measurement of DTN deformation

[22,23℄. Indeed, in this ompound the intersublattie exhange dominates and resulting from

it the magneto-elasti oupling refers to hains Ni-Cl-Ni-Cl, whih are parallel to the axis

OZ. It is still unknown, whether Ni ions, whih lie in the one basal plane, form the one

sublattie, beause the nearest hains are shifted on the half of a period along axis OZ. But,

nevertheless, there are no doubts, that in this singlet magnet the determinant (together with

single-ion anisotropy) is the intersublattie (antiferromagneti) exhange and its anisotropy.

It is also not exluded, that in singlet magnets the anisotropy of magneto-elasti interation

an be omparable with isotropi one. The anisotropi part of magneto-elasti oupling may

inlude both exhange (interion) and single-ion parts [4℄. Furthermore, it should be so in fat,

if the magneti system, to whih DTN refers, is assoiated with strong single-ion anisotropy

(whih is the evidene of the essential spin-orbital interation. In DTN, that is desribed

by Hamiltonian (2), the single-ion anisotropy essentially exeeds the exhange interation,

the onsequene of what is the formation of singlet ground state of the magnet in whole.

So, in this ase it is possible the next situation: the strition, that is aused by anisotropi

interations, exeeds the one, whih is originated from isotropi exhange.

As one more example, let onsider suh a ase, when all magneto-elasti oe�ients,

exept for B
(s−i)
33 and B

(αβ)
33 , an be negleted. Then, if also c13 → 0, the main will be, as it

is seen from Eq. (27), the deformation of rystal along axis OZ:

uzz = − 2

c33

[

B
(s−i)
33 QZZ

α +
(

B
(11)
33 +B

(12)
33

)

(s cos θ)
2
]

. (42)

This expression for strition an be written in the normalized form:

uzz

uflipzz

=
B

(s−i)
33 QZZ

α +
(

B
(11)
33 +B

(12)
33

)

(s cos θ)2

B
(s−i)
33 +B

(11)
33 +B

(12)
33

, (43)

where aording to the de�nition

uflipzz = − 2

c33

(

B
(s−i)
33 +B

(11)
33 +B

(12)
33

)

is the strition in the �eld h‖ = hflip.

It is shown on Fig. 6 the �eld behavior of indued strition, whih is obtained, using

Eq. (43). The most interesting ase is h ‖ OZ, when B
(s−i)
33 6= 0, and B

(11)
33 + B

(12)
33 =
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B
(s−i)
33 6= 0 and B

(11)
33 + B

(12)
33 = 0, the line 2 � B

(s−i)
33 = 0, B

(11)
33 + B

(12)
33 6= 0, the line 3 �

(

B
(11)
33 +B

(12)
33

)

/
(

B
(s−i)
33 +B

(11)
33 +B

(12)
33

)

= 2.5, B
(s−i)
33 /

(

B
(s−i)
33 +B

(11)
33 +B

(12)
33

)

= −1.5

for h ‖ OZ. The line 4 is obtained for the same parameter values as for line 3, but at h ⊥ OZ

0, to whih refers the urve 1 on this �gure. Corresponding magnetostrition is in diret

proportion to the quadrupole moment QZZ
. It should be said, that obtained magneto-

elasti ontribution is linear (but not quadrati, as it is usually) by magnetization, taking

into aount, that, quadrupole moment as funtion of �eld is similar (see Figs. 1 and 3) to

the behavior of m(h‖). It should be also onsidered, that at the large exhange anisotropy

JZ the magnetization versus h‖ − hs hanges almost linearly, or m‖ ∼ h‖ − hs. So one an

say, that the magnetostrition too (see line 1 on Fig. 6) behaves almost linearly in a whole

region of antiferromagneti phase existene.

The �eld behavior of stition at h ‖ OZ, beause of parameters hoie, appears to be

proportional to the m2
‖, is orresponded with line 2 on Fig. 6.

There is shown also on Fig. 6 the example (line 3) of ommon ation of both anisotropi

magneto-elasti strition mehanisms. At these ratios there takes plae the ompetition

between single-ion and inter-ion terms. In partiular it is seen from line 3 on Fig. 6, that the

�eld behavior of strition, that is aused by the anisotropi magneto-elasti interations, an

be the same as the stition, that is originated from the isotropi exhange, what is shown

on Fig. 5. However, it follows form Eq. (43), that at h ‖ OZ the single-ion and inter-ion

ontributions in strition an ompete, and at h ⊥ OZ there remains only the single-ion one.
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The strition behavior in h ⊥ OZ is shown as line 4 on Fig. 6, at the same parameters, at

whih the line 2 was obtained. Thus, in the onsidered examples of the ompetition between

magneto-elasti interations, it appeared, that in large �elds h ‖ OZ and h ⊥ OZ the

longitudinal strition has di�erent signs.

In DTN the omponents of tensor of longitudinal strition have one sign and are lose

in the values [22℄. Therefore, the assumption, that the indued longitudinal strition at the

magnetization in �elds h ‖ OZ and h ⊥ OZ, that are orresponded to h‖,⊥ → hflip in this

ompound is aused by the intersublattie isotropi exhange interations, is quite probable

(believable). But, nevertheless, the additional investigations of magneto-elasti properties

of the system are needed to prove unambiguously, that the observed deformation, under

the e�et of the �eld, is resulted from the interplane (in DTN � intersublattie) exhange

interation only, and is not the the onsequene of several �eld ontributions, inluding from

the spin quadrupole moment.

7 Conlusions

Thus, it was obtained, that the phase transition to magnetially ordered state, indued

by magneti �eld, in Van Vlek antiferromagnet, is the quantum phase transition. The

spin polarization of the magneti ion ground state is the order parameter of this phase

transition, and for its desription the Landau theory an be used. The onsidered transition

is a onsequene of ompetition of di�erent interations, and, what is important, it appears in

the �eld, that is perpendiular to the easy plane. Suh a �eld does not redue the symmetry

in this plane, leaving all diretions in it equivalent. The onservation of degenaray for

sublattie magnetization diretions in the easy plane is the ruial symmetrial ondition of

phase transition to the antiferromagneti state with spontaneous magnetizations, that are

lying in this plane. The aount of striition (see Eq. (36)) leads to the spontaneous lowering

of the plane symmetry.

It is also shown, that in the magneti �eld indued antiferromagneti phase the spin

polarization (magnetization) of sublattie hanges ontinuously from zero, reahing its maximum

at the spin �ipping point. As distint from lassial Neel antiferromagnets, in the magneti

ordered phase of Van Vlek (singlet) antiferromagnet the magnitude of sublattie magnetization

strongly depends on the �eld. The same dependene on the �eld has an angle, that de�nes the

deviation of sublattie magnetization from �eld diretion. At the same time, the magnetization

of a system as a whole, being weekly dependent from the �eld, shows almost linear �eld
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behavior (when the exhange anisotropy is also aounted).

The alulations indiate, that in suh an antiferromagnet the indued magnetostrition

appears only in the magneti phase. This magnetostrition in the small �elds region is

onneted with the spontaneous formation of sublattie magnetizations. In the large �elds

(whih are orresponded to spin �iping �eld) the magnetostrition is basially determined

by the sublattie magnetization rotation.

Let emphasize two important issues. First one � is the possibility of indued strition,

whih is originated by the intrasublattie magneto-elasti interation. In the lassial antiferromagnets

this part of indued magnetostrition of antiferromagnets is usually negleted, beause of

the paraproess smallness. The seond aspet � is onneted with single-ion strition, the

value of whih is diretly proportional to the spin quadrupole moment; as a result, it ours

that the strition, whih is aused by this quantity, has lose to linear dependene upon the

�eld.

Finally, the methodi notation should be made. The results, presented above, were

obtained using the approximation of self-onsistent �eld. It was supposed, that more aurate

alulations will not bring any qualitative results, however they an in�uene quantitatively.

Moreover, the magneto-elasti energy was written in the phenomenologial form and ontained

a lot of parameters. So at the analysis of onrete ompounds one should proeed from

its harateristi hierarhy of interations in the magneto-elasti energy, like it was made

for example in this artile. The separate paper will be devoted to detailed omparison of

alulations with the available experimental data.

We are grateful to Prof. S.M. Ryabhenko, who paid our attention on experimental

artiles [22,23℄ and the problem of magnetostriton properties of singlet magnets.
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